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The Chairman : I perfectly understand that in this matter you (to the witness) are not speaking of course for the Government. But after all we have before us a gentleman who has had long experience and I think Dr. Narang is perfectly 'right in asking for your reasons.
356. Dr. Narang: The Conference would like to know the reasons for your apprehensions in case a minister who is a politician is called upon by the Governor to form a ministry ?—A politician is dependent upon his supporters, his voters, and he will be called upon to comply with all their combined and individual demands. That is the drawback. A permanent official is not under that disability. His post is permanent and he has not to look to his voters for his future.
358.	Dr. Narang :   Do you think that the police
would be safe from the influence of political bodies,
voters and ministers and politicians, if it were made
a central subject under -the Government of India ?
Take the Income-tax department for an analogy ?—
I do not think that it is practical politics.   The police
must be under the undisputed control of the Governor
of a province in which they serve.   I believe that
such a system obtains elsewhere, but I am quite sure
that it will not suit this country.
 359.	But   supposing  it  is  to  be  transferred  to
popular control, would you like it to be transferred
to the local politicians' control, or to the central
popular Government if it is inevitable ?    Assuming
that it is to be transferred, what would you prefer ?—
I have not considered that point,
 360.	Mr. Owen Roberts:  We have been told that
the deputy commissioner is at the head of the police
in certain directions ?—Yes.
361 Would you tell us how that works out in practice ?—That again is a very long story. It is all laid down in our police rules and regulations. I might refer you to that, Mr. Roberts. I will give you a copy, if required.
Raja Narendra Nath : It is an example of diarchy depending upon co-operation between the district magistrate and the district superintendent of police.
The Witness :  To put it very briefly, Mr. Roberts,
The Witness :   To put u very uucuy, x^. ^	._„,
the district magistrate is concerned with questions of policy where the police are concerned largely, but he does not interfere in their internal affairs. The internal affairs, as for instance discipline, clothing and equipment, are all in the hands of the superintendent. But the district magistrate is responsible for the peace and law and order of his district and he therefore must have a great deal to say about the working of the police. It is all laid down in different rules and regulations and it will take me a long time
to explain it.
 362.	Mr. Owen Roberts : If the district magistrate
is responsible for policy, it is largely a matter of
judgment, you see ?—Yes,
 363.	When you have cases of very senior police
officers acting under joint district officials, do you
think that it is a very desirable condition ?—It is
.awkward.    I never had experience of it myself,- so
perhaps I am not in a position to say very much
about it.
364.	There is one other question I would like to
ask you.    Is the superintendent of police ever called
upon to express, or does he in actual practice ever
express an opinion on the work of the magistrate ?—
No; never.
365.	Sir Arthur Froom : Arising out of a question
put to you by the Chairman, on the troublesome
business of corruption, I think you have explained to
the  Chairman how an accused, possibly a guilty
person, might get off at a police station by bribery
and be let free.    Now, have many cases of rather the
converse description come under your notice where
-    - -   	-u.4. .fcvnvarA tmmtMsd up cases because
y ?   Is that fre-I had never had
 
 366.	The Chairman :   I do not know whether this
arises.in practice—I hope not—that is, bringing of
a  false  charge   for  reward   by   somebody.    What
about that ?—It is very rare, sir.
 367.	Sir Arthur Froom :   Of the three forms that
we discussed briefly, was there  any improvement
for the last ten years, or do they stand still,  or
worse ?—I think on the whole there is an improve
ment.

 368.	There is just one more question that I would
like to ask you.    It arises out of a question put by
one  of  my colleagues  opposite.    Do  you  prepare
your budget ?—Yes.
 369.	And it is sent up to the Home Secretary ?—
Yes ; it goes to the Financial Secretary.
 370.	Do you find that for the service of the police
in the Punjab you get all the money that you enter
in your budget ?—Not all the money,

 371.	How    does    that    happen ?—The    Punjab
Government and the police have to cut their coats
according to their cloth.
 372.	It is worked departmentally and is votable.
Is that not so ?—Yes; most of the police expenditure
is votable.
373.	The   Chairman:    I   had   understood   that
broadly speaking—if I am wrong in any way I am
sure  my   friends  on  my right  will  correct  me—
that when the time came to put together the budget
of the year, which in this country really means the
way in which the money will be spent, though in
Britain it does not mean the way how the money is
spent, but where the money is raised—(The Witness:
It is the same here)—what happens is in the first
instance  that the  different  departments,   whether
reserved  departments or transferred,  put forward
their estimates or demands, whatever it may be.
And I have understood that in Bombay when you
first have these things brought together, no doubt
the total will be more than the amount available.
That is natural enough.   Everybody asks for more
than he is likely to get.   First of all the preliminary
adjustment is discussed between the departments,
and ultimately, before any question of the demand
being put to the legislative council arises, the Govern
ment as a whole will have to take stock and see
how much each department is to get out of the total
balance.   After that it is that the vote arises.    Is
that correct ?—Yes.
374. Sir Arthur Froom: I am not very familiar with the practice- in the Punjab. The police money comes under demands for grants ?—I really cannot
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